about me.

Hi there!

My name is Olga Liu and I am an about-to-be Interior Design graduate from Ensign College.

Originally from Ukraine, my passion for design comes from an early age. 4 years ago I decided to move to the United States & pursue a design career.

This portfolio is a reflection of my design work during academic 2017-2021 years at Utah Valley University School of Arts and Ensign College Interior Design Program. Through the pages of my portfolio I am exploring the art and its place in interiors, as well as the creative process of designing spaces.

Thank you for joining me on my design journey!

Best,
Olga
WELCOME TO

Ensign

Downtown Salt Lake with its vibrant city feel became a home for Ensign College and its students from all over the world.

The interior remodel of the 1st and 2nd levels will create a fresh modern look, while updated floor plans and space circulation will result in a better flow and prepare Ensign College for the future.

Front Elevation of the college

REVIT | ADOBE PHOTOSHOP
Plumb family remodel of their newly-bought 70's house became an adventure. A 4000 sq.ft, 2-story home will have a mix of mid-century and mountain modern styles that creates a unique feel to the interior. While keeping in mind the original architecture of the property, major updates and a new lower level layout added functionality as well as created welcoming space for the family and their friends.
MENS FASHION

THE HABERDASHERY

New York-inspired mens boutique is an elegant and attractive place to shop. Not only its high-end fashionable merchandise that changes the experience of any customer, but both exterior and interior of the shop create a luxury feel that awakens the interest to come and check it out.

Dramatic lighting solutions, rich textures of finishes and materials, combined with a classic industrial look is a recipe that makes The Haberdashery shop exclusive.

Note: this is a group project, created with Hadley Seemans & Lindsay Handy.

New York, Feb. 2020
Picture by self

Exterior coloring rendering

Elevation produced in AutoCAD by self;
Rendering produced in Adobe Photoshop & Procreate for iPad by self.
FLOOR PLAN
(main floor + balcony)

produced in AUTOCAD by group
rendered in ADOBE PHOTOSHOP by self

Finishes and lighting selections by a group
UNIVERSAL HOUSE

When thinking about design, we must think of users that need special accommodations. Therefore, ADA accessible Universal House has a careful consideration of travel paths and various design solutions that will fit to any needs.

Kitchen Elevation
Produced in ADOBE PHOTOSHOP and PROCREATE

Floor Plan
Produced in AUTOCAD and ADOBE PHOTOSHOP
Chambers Residence

Chambers family project (Boise, ID) reflects clients minimalistic and modern perspective on a design.

The strongest focuses of the Chambers project are digital design & architectural involvement in both exterior and interior of the space. Simplicity starts with neutral finishes and an earthy color palette.

“Less is more” - is the thought behind all design choices.

Master Bathroom Rendering
Produced in SketchUp & Lumion

Master Closet Rendering
Produced in SketchUp & Lumion
*Individual Mood Boards for 2 different projects

SMD INTERIORS | Great Room Design for the client in Spring, Texas
Produced in ADOBE PHOTOSHOP

SMD INTERIORS | Office Design for the client in Medina, Washington
Produced in ADOBE PHOTOSHOP
INTERIOR
SKETCHES

Bedroom Handsketch, INK PEN

Living Room Handsketch, GRAPHITE PENCIL

Drawing Techniques Final Project, INK PEN

Drawing Techniques Final Project, MARKERS
Have nothing in your house that you do not know to be useful, or believe to be beautiful.

William Morris